SERVICES MENU

An innovative concept offering a combination of dermal and non-invasive result-driven therapies. We use our clinically proven skincare range.

A specialist Luxe Facial and Laser and Electrolysis Suite; Express Pod concept; Men’s Grooming; Bespoke Skin and Threading Bar.

We use the highest quality products including a hand picked organic product upon request.

LUXE SKIN THERAPY ZONE

SKIN & TONIC FACIALS

LUXE SIGNATURE FACIAL - 1 HOUR 30MINS
Individually customised by our skin therapists with a detailed consultation skin analysis. Finest ingredients from Skin & Tonic’s professional treatment range tailored to your skin type and lifestyle.

SKIN & TONIC AGE MANAGEMENT MAINTENANCE TREATMENT - 1 HOUR
A unique combination of traditional offerings and high tech equipment.

TWEEN AND TEENAGE SOLUTION TREATMENT - 1 HOUR
Individually prescribed to suit specific teenage skin conditions and concerns.

GENTLEMEN’S TONIC FACIAL - 1 HOUR
Combination of Skin & Tonic’s unique deep cleansing technique, using warm compresses plus a face and scalp massage. Gentleman’s Grooming Package may be added.

SKIN & TONIC DEEP CLEANSING TREATMENT - 1 HOUR
Not your regular deep cleanse. Our professional and meticulous manual extraction technique addresses skin concerns while effectively maintaining dermal integrity and health.

BACK MAINTENANCE TREATMENT - 50 MINS
Suitable for both men and women, this treatment is designed to maintain the quality of skin for anyone experiencing congestion and breakouts, using Skin & Tonics extraction techniques.

HIGH PERFORMANCE FACIAL PROCEDURES - SERIES OF 3 OR INDIVIDUAL TREATMENTS

IPL REJUVENATION FACIAL - 1 HOUR
Individually customised by consultation. This highly specialised treatment is designed to give optimum results using the latest in Intense Pulsed Laser technology.

MICRO NEEDLING FACIAL TREATMENT - 1 HOUR
Works on stimulating your body’s own collagen, plumping up the skin and breaking down scar tissue with minimal downtime.

SKIN & TONIC CORRECTIVE PEEL AND EXFOLIATION TREATMENTS - 30 MINS
A combination of high performance formulations using dermatology and ophthalmology tested ingredients of fruit acids and enzymes. Excellent for pigmentation, sun damage, skin refining and rejuvenation.

SIGNATURE EXPRESS ZONE

SKIN & TONIC THERAPY WITH A TWIST - 50 MINS
This is an all time favourite which ticks all the boxes, designed for someone wanting instant results for any red carpet ready event.

- Double cleanse
- Peel
- Powerblend serum
- Massage
- LED light
- Moisture infusing Mask
- Perfecting Skin Flash
FACIAL EXPRESS ZONE
DESIGNED FOR PEOPLE ON THE GO WITH A STRONG FOCUS ON RESULTS.
Foundation Treatment - 30 minutes includes -
• Skin analysis
• Double cleanse
• Exfoliation and light extraction with High Frequency
• Toning spritzer
• Treatment masque
• Treatment serum
• Moisturize
• Eye & lip balm
• Sunscreen - tinted moisturizer or bronzer

CUSTOMISE YOUR FOUNDATION TREATMENT BY ADDING ONE OR MORE TOUCH TONIC THERAPIES LISTED BELOW

TONIC TOUCH THERAPIES 15 MINUTES EACH
1 European Facial Massage OR Ultra-sensory Pressure Point Massage - with hot/cold stones using Aromatic warm compresses
2 Hand/arm massage OR Relaxing Foot massage
3 Eye zone Renewal Treatment - massage, masque and intensive serum
4 Intensive Skin Results, using LED Light stimulates collagen, anti-inflammatory and promotes tissue healing
5 Organic Ritual
ALL FACIAL TREATMENTS INCLUDE A SCALP MASSAGE

MAINTENANCE ZONE
HAIR REMOVAL PROCEDURES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
ELECTROLYSIS
• Permanent Hair Removal - per minute
• Initial consultation required by our certified electrologist. All disposable needles used.
• Suitable for fine light white and red hair types.

IPL LASER
• Permanent Hair Reduction - per area
• Suitable for Face and Body.
• By consultation from our certified IPL/ Dermal laser technician.

THREADING
• Semi-permanent Hair Removal - per area
• The Ancient art of hair removal, using a pure cotton thread. (per area)
• Suitable for even the most sensitive skins, and has a slower regrowth than most other hair removal methods.

MEN’S GROOMING ZONE
All the grooming a gentleman needs above the neck. Package includes tidying of eyebrows, nasal and ear hair.

EYE ZONE TREATMENTS
BROW SHAPING
Threading, waxing or tweezing
LASH & BROW TREATMENTS
Tinting or perming

LOCATION
There is ample street unmetered parking near the Salon.

SKIN & TONIC
SYDNEY
1/656 New South Head Road, Rose Bay 2029
Phone +61 2 9388 2224
Email info@skinandtonic.sydney

BOOKING POLICY
We require a Credit Card or Gift Voucher number at time of booking to secure your appointment. Please understand if you arrive late - your treatment time is reduced accordingly and full payment is required.

CANCELLATION POLICY
24 hours notice of any cancellation is kindly required - or 50% cancellation fee will be charged. No shows attract a 100% fee charged to the credit card or Gift Voucher made void.

CONFIRMATIONS
A confirmation SMS, or we will call you, 48hrs before your appointment - please reply yes to confirm attendance or call us to reschedule.

GIFT VOUCHERS
Gift Vouchers are valid for 6 months. (please see a full list of our Gift Voucher terms & conditions on our website).
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